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Abstract—Telemedicine and e-health services are 

considered fundamental pillars to ensure the sustainability of 

the health system in the next future. In fact, the aging of the 

population, and the consequent growing percentage of people 

suffering from neurological pathologies and related disabilities, 

require more and more resources from healthcare facilities in 

terms of monitoring and rehabilitation services. Solutions 

based on Information and Communication Technologies can 

support new patient care and disease management strategies, 

by deploying telemedicine applications and services. In this 

context, the paper presents the integrated platform 

implemented in the “REHOME” project, for the remote 

monitoring and rehabilitation of cognitive, motor, and sleep 

disorders caused by neurological diseases. The solution 

integrates sensors and innovative methodologies to face 

patients’ and clinical needs by ensuring the continuity of care 

and rehabilitation services from health facilities to domestic 

scenarios.    
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Post-stroke and degenerative neurological conditions are 
becoming very common in all western countries and 
especially in Italy, with an ageing population ([1]-[3]). 
Neurological conditions, such as dementia and Parkinson 
Disease dramatically impact on patients’ quality of life, 
inducing serious and sometimes permanent disability, often 
related to motor and cognitive impairments (data from 
Istituto Superiore di Sanità – Italy). It has been demonstrated 
that better rehabilitation outcomes are observed when the 
patients may continue the rehabilitation process at home [4].  

ICT solutions can support new patient-care and disease 
management strategies based on telemedicine and related 
applications [5], thus moving monitoring and rehabilitation 
services from healthcare facilities to domestic scenarios 
[6][7] and favouring the continuous and remote follow-up of 
patients. However, at-home rehabilitative protocols are not 
always effective, especially due to the lack of patients’ 
motivation and comfort in the use of digital instruments [4]. 

In this context, the paper introduces the technological 
solution implemented in the “REHOME” project [8] which 
involves 12 partners including 7 industries, 3 research 
institutions and 2 hospitals. The project focuses on the 
remote monitoring and rehabilitation of cognitive, motor, and 
sleep disorders originated by neurological diseases and 
injuries (such as stroke, Mild Cognitive Impairment and 
Parkinson’s disease), using innovative technologies and 
methodologies to ensure the continuity of care and 
rehabilitation. The platform exploits several types of sensors, 
exergaming and gamification approaches to propose 
rehabilitation and evaluation exercises suitable for home 
settings, at the same time facilitating the communication and 
interaction between doctor, patient, and caregiver. The 
project was carried out in a multidisciplinary context, 
integrating the technological competences and the clinical 
skills of the REHOME consortium to achieve a helpful, 
complete and integrated solution.   

The following sections describe the overall architecture 
and the individual components of the implemented solution, 
focusing on objectives, targets, technological devices, and 
methodologies. The last section contains the concluding 
remarks, next steps, and innovative features of the REHOME 
project.  

II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOLUTION  

The solution implemented in the REHOME project is 
designed to support the following scenario: a health care 
professional (HCP), after the initial patient’s evaluation, 
establishes the appropriate rehabilitation plan and delivers a 
device kit to the patient to start the telerehabilitation. The 
patient is engaged through the available e-learning and 
communication functions with the HCP. Afterwards, while 
the patient performs the assigned exercises, the REHOME 
system enables telemonitoring capabilities by collecting data 
related to rehabilitation and health evaluation sessions, thus 
allowing remote and timely analysis from HCP. In case, the 
patient incurs in problems or deviates from the planned 
program, REHOME proactively notifies the HCP. 

In last years, home-based rehabilitation has been widely 
considered by researchers. Many software systems have been 
developed for this purpose [9], but several challenges are still 



open [10]. The REHOME system wants to address some of 
them, such as increasing patient engagement, better 
understanding the functionality required for different 
diseases (each with its own peculiarity), managing the 
personalized rehabilitation plan, and evaluating the 
effectiveness of remote treatment and the usability of the 
solution.   

As depicted in Fig.1, the REHOME system is distributed 
and composed of several types of subsystems. Some of these 
(namely Motor, Cognitive, and Sleep Platforms) are located 
at the patient's home: they differ in the devices/sensors used 
and in the application functions they offer according to the 
rehabilitation program assigned to each patient. Another type 
of subsystem, namely HCP Platform, is located in hospitals 
and clinics and offers HCPs the functionalities to monitor 
patients remotely. The last subsystem is the REHOME 
Microservices Platform (REHOME-MP), deployed on the 
cloud, which provides the core functionalities to enable the 
system to work. Such platform consists of several 
components, designed according to the micro-services 
principles as to be extensible and support new future needs 
of telemedicine-related platforms. Micro-services are small 
self-contained applications that can be developed and 
deployed individually by dedicated teams. The primary 
benefits of this approach are an agile development, a shorter 
release cycles, and faster time to market, so to better support 
the continuous improvement of the platform. Each 
component is introduced to meet clinical and technical 
requirements. In addition, the micro-service architecture 
makes it possible to achieve full independence of each 
individual component as the latter are separate and 
autonomous and can be replaced, developed, and resized 
individually.  

The whole architecture is designed according to the 
event-driven pattern to decouple supporting micro-services 
from disease-specific platforms [11]: this approach enhances 
scalability and integration of additional platforms. 

The core element enabling this pattern is the Event Bus, 
designed to collect and dispatch data according to the HL7 
FHIR R4 standard [12]. One of advantages of this standard is 
the capability to support RESTful communication over 
HTTP/s protocol and thus more suitable for mobile clients. 
The interactions with the Event Bus are mediated by the API 
Gateway who is responsible of dispatching messages 
towards the various micro-services, enforcing all the 
security-related policies. The main micro-services of the 
REHOME-MP are described hereafter. 

 

Fig. 1. REHOME system architecture 

 

The Health Data Repository collects, integrates, and 
shares data coming from the different platforms. The data are 
harmonized according to the HL7 FHIR data model by 
leveraging the LOINC common dictionary and managed in 
compliance with the GDPR requirements as to ensure the 
safety of the personal data of the patients. 

The Big Data Analytics provides services for analysing 
the heterogeneous amount of data collected. This data span 
from clinical rehabilitation ones, to continuous monitored 
ones like bioelectrical signals, up to multimedia contents like 
video recording of the rehabilitation and sleep sessions. The 
system deals with managing both real-time analyses (data are 
processed as soon as they are available) and batch analyses 
(blocks of data are processed at specific time intervals). 

The Signal Center purpose is to notify end-users, about 
events of interest prior to a subscription procedure. Examples 
of supported notifications are: “the patient skipped one or 
more training sessions”; “the score of some exercise is too 
low”; “time to perform a training session too long”, and so 
on. The system is based on the HL7 CDS-Hooks  
specification and its cards mechanism [13]. The rules for the 
generation of the cards are written using HL7 CQL  
language, specialized for the clinical domain [14]. The data 
sources for the CQL rules are the Health Data Repository 
and the new knowledge generated by the Big Data Analysis. 

The Cross channel allows to access patient data using 
voice interaction [15][16]. The project investigated the 
possibility of translating user intent in FHIR based queries 
using alternative devices, such as Google home and Amazon 
Alexa. However, in this context, there are several privacy 
and compliance issues with the GDPR that needs further 
investigations and developments. 

The Data anonymization produces anonymized datasets 
starting from data of any FHIR Repository (such as Health 
Data Repository). The service is configurable and extendable 
with different anonymization algorithms. The component 
was created following an Extract, Transform and Load 
(ETL) process which involves: (1) the extraction of FHIR 
resources from the Health Data Repository, (2) filtering of 
relevant attributes, (3) anonymization of the extracted 
resources [17][18]. Those operations allow the HCPs to 
select the anonymization properties to apply on specific 
attributes and, eventually, export data in databases or CSV 
files. 

The Collaborative eLearning enables to support patients 
during the rehabilitation process through specific 
functionalities: messaging, calendar, diary, articles, and e-
learning courses. It comes with a dedicated mobile 
application and web widgets (integrated into REHOME-
MP). The only two actors involved are the HCP and the 
patient (or caregiver) to offer high privacy guarantees. 

Finally, REHOME-MP introduces some infrastructural 
services for monitoring purposes, necessary to the distributed 
nature of micro-services architecture, such as to track in-
services remote invocations, centralize service logs and 
monitor the overall performance of the solution. 

III. COGNITIVE REHABILITATION AND GAMING 

PLATFORM  

The Cognitive Rehabilitation and Gaming Platform 
(CRGP) focuses on training and rehabilitation of specific 
cognitive functions/domains that are typically compromised 



in older people with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), 
which a neurological condition, often prodromal to dementia 
or Alzheimer. CRGP, however, represents a flexible tool for 
neuro-cognitive rehabilitation, which can be easily adapted 
to contrast the cognitive alterations in Parkinson Disease and 
in post-stroke subjects. CRGP activates cognitive 
rehabilitation exercises according to the personalized 
therapeutic plan, thus allowing HCPs to follow patients 
remotely. The platform includes game-exercises dedicated to 
train several cognitive domains (such as, attention, memory, 
and executive functions) to cover as much as possible the 
clinical-rehabilitation needs of the different patients affected 
by cognitive impairments. 

A. Single-Domain and Ecological Exercises  

This component delivers to the patient a suite of 
exercises for cognitive rehabilitation usable through a mobile 
application for tablets. It consists of three main elements: 
scheduler, the core of the application that receives from 
REHOME-MP the personalized rehabilitation plan defined 
by HCPs and proposes the assigned exercises accordingly; 
calendar, which shows the sessions to be performed, and the 
compliance with the rehabilitation plan; gamification, which 
shows the goals achieved by the patient in a badge form. 

The single-domain exercises allow the training of 
specific cognitive functions, including selective and divided 
attention; reasoning and planning (executive functions); 
long-term memory and learning. The implemented exercises 
use the logic of repetition and gradualness, thus modulating 
the level of difficulty according to the patient's 
improvements and current abilities [19]. Furthermore, the 
exercises are customized using facilitations (cues), feedback 
and solicitation of new ways to complete the tasks. Patient's 
involvement and motivation ([20]) are ensured by a gamified 
approach and through immersive navigation with 360° 
videos, used to explore the surrounding space and find the 
hotspots where exercises are activated. Exercises are 
contextualized to typical contexts of daily life, in order to 
train cognitive skills for real life. 

The ecological exercises are designed for recreating 
situations similar to reality and daily life [21], allowing to 
train several cognitive functions at the same time (as it would 
be in real life). The suite includes two macro-exercises of 
medium-high difficulty, consisting of single tasks which, 
linked together, develop a story of about 15 minutes inserted 
in a playful context. The individual tasks are proposed in 
different versions, thus ensuring greater variability and 
allowing the patient to perform cognitive tasks several times 
to increase the level of learning and improvement. 

Gamification techniques are used to improve the 
involvement and motivation, using typical video-gaming 
elements to encourage constant exercise and commitment in 
the long term, to immediately reward and gratify the user for 
completing the exercise, to cumulate scores, and therefore 
gratification, during the rehabilitation path. 

The exercise results are sent to REHOME-MP for the 
analytics and remote monitoring by HCPs. 

B. Spatial Memory Domain  

For this cognitive domain, an innovative methodology 
based on virtual reality has been adopted for immersing 
patients in highly realistic simulation with multiple stimuli. 
This aims to control cognitive and emotional aspects as 

experienced by the user, providing an intense sensation of 
“presence” in the virtual environment, thus facilitating the 
transfer of skills acquired or rehabilitated into the real 
environment [22].  

To this end, an interactive 3D game was developed to 
immerse the patient in an imaginary virtual city and stimulate 
spatial orientation by exploring the environment and carrying 
out simple tasks. The 3D game is delivered on both PC and 
mobile devices (tablets), to be used in domestic contexts. The 
virtual city is organized into five districts with progressively 
increasing size, where the garden in the centre represents the 
starting point. The training goal is to find five components of 
a bicycle dislocated in the districts: buildings and streets in 
the city are very similar and few reference points are 
available to make orientation more difficult and stimulate the 
creation of cognitive maps using allocentric-mapping 
strategies [23][24].  

Users’ interaction is allowed through a mouse and 
keyboard, virtual keys on the tablet, or a joystick. Results of 
users’ virtual space exploration, as well as users’ abilities to 
retrieve the bicycle components, are recorded and processed 
to generate game scores to improve players’ gratification.  
Furthermore, exploration results are also sent to the 
REHOME-MP and shared with HCPs for the remote 
patient’s monitoring. 

C. Cognitive-Motor Rehabilitation Domain 

This domain addresses the evaluation and enhancement 
of cognitive-motor skills through cognitive exercises for the 
training and improvement of specific functions, crucial for 
daily life activities, such as, motor control, motor inhibition, 
planning of motor responses and attention.  

Specifically, a set of exercises in a game environment has 
been designed according to specific criteria that include: the 
Weigl’s Sorting Test, whose purpose is to measure the ability 
to grasp superordinate similarities (Categorical Thinking) 
between different stimuli [25]; collecting specific objects 
along a path, to evaluate the user’s planning ability; count 
elements displayed and, subsequently, detect them in a list of 
options; a “go-nogo” task ([26][27]), specifically designed to 
evaluate motor inhibition skills, where the user has to 
repeatedly perform a an action (e.g., make avatar jumps) and 
suddenly stops, when a specific cue is displayed.  

The game is based on exploring a virtual 3D desert 
island, organized in several areas (beach, forest, waterfall, 
hill) where the exercises are available. The patient explores 
the island through an avatar that interacts with 2D objects. 
The graphical user interface (GUI) includes elements about: 
health status, level progression, score (that progressively 
increases with exercises execution), character’s face with 
facial expressions consistent with health status.     

IV. MOTOR REHABILITATION AND EXERGAMES 

PLATFORM  

The Motor Rehabilitation and Exergames Platform 
(MREP) focuses on the assessment and rehabilitation of 
motor impairments typical of Parkinson's disease and post-
stroke, but it is also suitable for older people with MCI. 
MREP activates rehabilitation exercises according to the 
personalized therapeutic plan and automatically assesses the 
patient’s condition through motor tasks referable to 
traditional clinical evaluation scales and tests, thus allowing 
clinicians to follow the patient’s improvement or worsening 



remotely and promptly intervene. MREP includes three 
components, which employ different sensors and 
methodologies to cover as much as possible of the clinical 
and rehabilitation needs of these patients. 

A. Assessment of motor condition with RGB-Depth sensors 

The component that deals with the assessment of the 
motor condition is a motion capture system designed to be 
non-invasive and easy to use, even in an unsupervised 
scenario. It is based on a single RGB-Depth camera 
(Microsoft® Azure Kinect DK) that allows the 3D 
reconstruction of human body movements [28]. In recent 
years, RGB-Depth sensors have been widely and 
successfully used in movement analysis of healthy and 
pathological subjects, for assessment and rehabilitation 
purposes [29][30]. A processing unit (mini-PC or laptop) and 
a monitor to provide feedback to the user complete the 
subsystem, which is configurable according to the patient's 
condition (customization). 

The software for the motion capture mainly relies on the 
body tracking algorithms of Azure Kinect and hand tracking 
algorithms of Google® MediaPipe Hand, which respectively 
provide the 3D skeletal model of body and hand used to 
analyze and characterize the movements. Custom-written 
MATLAB® scripts perform the movement analysis by 
estimating objective and clinically significant kinematic 
parameters and assigning a summary score to the motor 
condition through Machine Learning techniques. 

The GUI is developed in Unity [31]: the human-machine 
interaction (HMI) occurs with arm movements on interactive 
objects displayed on the screen. GUI manages many 
operations automatically and guides the user in all phases: 
authentication and download of the personalized 
rehabilitation plan from REHOME-MP, execution and 
analysis of motor tasks, data transmission to REHOME-MP. 
The motor tasks delivered by the subsystem concern upper 
and lower limbs; posture, balance, and instability; gait; hand 
dexterity. The tasks are assigned by HCPs to assess the 
motor condition jointly to rehabilitation exercises.  

B. Rehabilitation with exergames in virtual environment 

This component offers 3D exergames for motor 
rehabilitation, immerse in virtual environments and designed 
according to clinical/therapeutic specifications [32]. The 
exergames are developed in Unity, adopting a low poly 
graphics mode, and use the same previously mentioned 
RGB-Depth sensor to capture and display body movements 
in virtual scenes. 

The goal of the exergames is to allow patients to perform 
specific motor and cognitive tasks through the game 
experience that increases their involvement and provides 
positive feedback that encourages them to continue the 
rehabilitation/training motor path as planned by HCPs 
([33][34][35]). The interaction with the virtual environment 
occurs through body tracking algorithms, with specific 
movements required for each exergame. Increasing difficulty 
levels are also provided to respond adequately to the patient's 
level of motor disability and improvements, thus stimulating 
the patient to pursue new goals and game results. The 
exergames are activated according to the personalized 
rehabilitation plan. Game and kinematic parameters are sent 
to the REHOME-MP through the motor assessment 
subsystem.  

Three exergames have been developed based on 
consolidated rehabilitation techniques, recreating a 3D 
virtual game environment where the patient's movements are 
"captured and synchronized" in real-time: Cross-country 
skiing, Airplane, and Keyboard. Each exergame involves a 
precise method of execution that includes repetitive, 
alternating and pointing movements of the upper limbs and 
trunk flexion movements (particularly challenging for 
pathological subjects) while the patient is seated in front of 
the RGB-Depth sensor.  

Particular attention was paid to the design of a “user-
friendly” HMI; the configurability of difficulty levels to 
intercept the specific patient’s disabilities (personalization); 
aspects of gamification to stimulate the patient to achieve 
ever-greater goals.  

C. Upper limb Rehabilitation with EMG 

This component deals explicitly with the upper limb 
motor assessment using surface electromyography (sEMG) 
for rehabilitation purposes ([36][37]). It is based on REMO® 
(Morecognition Srl, Turin, Italy), a wearable armband 
composed by 8 bipolar dry electrodes for detecting muscles 
activation of the forearm and classifying movements 
performed. The device works in real-time and, through the 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm, can recognize 
if movements performed are the same recorded in the 
calibration phase [38]. A standalone application completes 
the solution: it is used for device management and to provide 
visual feedback to the patient according to the amplitude of 
the detected sEMG signal.  

 Some typical movements, used to assess the hand motor 
dysfunctions in clinical practice (such as finger extension, 
cylindrical grasp, and spherical grasp), have been included to 
monitor the muscle activation of patients. The system counts 
and evaluates the number of complete hand movements 
performed in a maximum time and provides visual feedback 
on the GUI based on the sEMG signals and the correctness 
of movement execution.  

The application connects to the REHOME-MP for 
authentication and downloading the personalized 
rehabilitation plan. At the end of each session, the outcomes 
related to muscles activation during the assessment phases 
are sent to REHOME-MP for remote monitoring by HCPs. 

V. SLEEP EVALUATION PLATFORM  

The sleep evaluation platform (SEP) component aims to 
detect and evaluate sleep disorders, focusing on PD and post-
stroke subjects [39]. The evaluation consists in identifying 
different sleep stages through visual scoring of the 
polysomnography (PSG). PSG includes many signals such as 
electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyography (EMG), 
electrocardiogram (ECG), electrooculogram (EOG), pulse 
oximetry, respiration and Periodic Leg Movements occurring 
during Sleep (PLMS). The PSG makes it possible to observe 
sleep efficiency, sleep quality, and sleep. 

To this end, the system uses a combination of non-
invasive wireless sensors to assess and report sleep patterns. 
For standard PSG acquisition, a group of sensors has been 
adopted, including some off-the-shelf equipment and a set of 
prototypal wearable sensors (chest strap, cap, and socks) 
specifically developed in sensorized fabric (ASTEL Srl, 
Pavone Canavese, Turin, Italy). An environment sensor has 
been added to measure room noise, temperature, humidity, 



and illumination. The commercial pressure band Emfit QS 
(Emfit Ltd, Vaajakoski, Finland) supplies information on the 
presence in bed, the quantity of movement, and measures of 
heart rate and breath rate. Finally, an RGB-Depth camera, 
which mounts an infrared camera, has been added to provide 
video documentation of relevant events occurring during the 
night and infer more accurate information on specific limb 
movements [40]. 

Sleep monitoring sessions are scheduled based on a 
personalized therapeutic plan: the modular architecture 
permits activating only the sensors necessary for specific 
monitoring, thus minimizing patient discomfort during the 
night. SEP is designed to ensure high usability and flexibility 
in clinical and domestic settings. In both cases, a very simple 
web interface allows the user (specialist in clinical settings or 
patient in domestic settings) to manage the system with 
smartphones or PCs. A mini-PC completes the system: it 
deals of sensors functioning and management, data storing, 
signal processing and the transfer of processed data to the 
REHOME-MP.  

At the end of each sleep session, the system analyses the 
acquired data to perform automatic sleep staging [41][42], 
thus producing an hypnogram of the different sleep phases 
(REM, N-REM levels, awakening), and assigning a score to 
the sleep quality. All substantial data and video clips of 
relevant events detected during sleep are sent to the 
REHOME-MP for further examination and analysis. 

VI. HCP PLATFORM  

The HCP Platform allows management of patient data 
and personalized rehabilitation plans for the supported 
diseases (e.g., scheduling of evaluation sessions or exercises 
with personalised settings). It also provides support for 
visualizing monitored data and notification mechanisms for 
evaluating the rehabilitation’s sessions through: a) generic 
dashboards (common to the various diseases) summarizing 
the salient data in graphs and diagrams (like scores, times, 
adherence, statistics, variations over time of variables of 
interest); (b) specific dashboards for each disease tailored 
according needs and requirements of each platforms (like 
views for specific data or domain specifics graphs). 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The REHOME system aims to overcome some 
weaknesses of telerehabilitation, such as lack of patient’s 
motivation and comfort in use of digital tools. This happened 
thanks to a close collaboration between HCPs and 
technicians in order to collect the patients’ needs and address 
them through the system requirements.  

Furthermore, we adopted a systematic gamified approach 
matched with the selection of aesthetically pleasing 
backgrounds, which has been demonstrated to support 
patients’ motivation and learning outcomes ([22][43][44]).  

In the end, with the aim of improving patients’ 
compliance with the digital tools included in the 
rehabilitation program, the project focused on usability tests. 
Clinicians, researchers, and technicians selected the best 
solutions to maximize patients’ compliance and technical 
reliability. 

Part of the innovation of REHOME project is related to a 
novel integrated approach to evaluate its effectiveness. 
Several different assessments techniques were matched, with 

the aim of maximizing the chance to faithfully track the 
modulation of patients’ performances. Besides 
neuropsychological tests and online behavioural evaluation 
of patients’ performances, specific in-presence 
electrophysiological protocols were realized to monitor 
patients’ rehabilitation pattern ([45][46][47]). The 
experimental phase of REHOME is currently underway and 
will involve more than 80 patients. Preliminary results on 
usability and the platform's ability to train and characterize 
the different functional aspects are promising. However, it is 
necessary to wait until the end of the project to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the specific treatments provided through the 
REHOME system. 

Overall, the REHOME system has the potential to 
provide different insights and clinical advantages.  From a 
research perspective, the integrated assessment approach 
adopted for the REHOME project may provide further 
insights for identifying the most sensitive markers to track 
patients’ performances and changes in health conditions. 
From a technological and clinical perspective, the REHOME 
system is modular, extensible, and customizable to be easily 
adapted to the future and specific needs of patients and 
HCPs.  

Recently, several review studies ([5][6][7][9]) have 
analyzed ICT solutions in the literature, highlighting 
strengths and limitations. Compared to the state-of-the-art, 
the REHOME system differs in some innovative aspects, 
including: (a) development and integration of sensors and 
algorithms to collect different types of data and bio-signals 
for a more comprehensive analysis of patients' general 
condition and treatment effects; (b) gamification and virtual 
exergames to cover different domains to be evaluated and 
trained, with particular attention to patients' engagement, 
needs, and aesthetic preferences [44]; (c) personalization of 
treatment as type and difficulty of exercises can be fully 
customized according to patients’ needs and progress in the 
therapeutic plan to stimulate new rehabilitation goals; (d) 
usability and easy interaction thanks to specially designed 
GUIs to facilitate the use of individual platforms even in 
unsupervised and domestic scenarios.  

In conclusion, REHOME system may be considered a 
proper e-health tool that addresses the need for technological 
innovative and highly flexible rehabilitation tools, thus 
satisfying the guidelines of Horizon Europe and Italian 
PNRR (https://italiadomani.gov.it/it/home.html). 
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